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Modern Languages
Professional Development
Supporting great teaching from 11–19

Interactive workshops delivered by 
experienced teachers and trainers
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Events to support great teaching
This guide provides an overview of our free and paid-for events designed to help you 
get the most out of our modern languages qualifications, services and support.

Programme of Professional Development
Our Professional Development events include a range of comprehensive online 
interactive workshops delivered by experienced teachers and trainers, as well as 
live Q&A events in which we will aim to answer your questions on the reformed 
GCSE language qualifications.

Key Stage 3
Building strong foundations at Key Stage 3. See page 4.

Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9–1)
Conducting the speaking exam See page 4. 
• French 
• German 
• Spanish  
• Arabic, Chinese, Greek, Italian, Japanese, Russian and Urdu, Gujarati, 
 Persian, Portuguese and Turkish

Developing and maximising pupils’ speaking and writing skills. See page 4.

Developing and maximising pupils’ listening and reading skills. See page 4.

Mastering grammar and translation. See page 5.

Pearson Edexcel A level
Conducting the speaking exam. See page 6. 
• French 
• German 
• Spanish  
• Chinese, Italian and Russian

Teaching and learning strategies for film and literature. See page 6. 
• French, German, Spanish, Chinese, Italian and Russian 

Our popular free face-to-face* and online GCSE Network events in autumn and 
spring focus on key aspects of language teaching and assessment and give you 
the opportunity to network with other local schools. See page 3.

We also offer free online New to Edexcel events if you are switching to us from 
another awarding body or if you are new to teaching Pearson Edexcel language 
qualifications. 

At these events you can discover more about our specification structure, content 
and assessments, and explore teaching and delivery strategies and our extensive 
free support. Online events are a great way to train the whole department: you can 
do this by simply projecting the session on to a whiteboard rather than placing 
multiple bookings. See page 3.

Our PD events count towards your CPD hours

‘Lots of teaching techniques
useful for classroom directly’

Cristina, London 

*Pearson will not be delivering any face-to-face PD or training in 2020. Any training already booked 
will be reconfigured for online delivery.
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New to Edexcel events
These online events are designed for teachers who are switching to  
Pearson or delivering Pearson Edexcel GCSE specifications for the  
first time. They will support you in getting ready to teach our GCSE (9–1)  
French, German or Spanish qualifications.

Delegates will:
• consider the structure and content of the new specification, and explore  

possible teaching and delivery strategies
• explore the question papers and mark schemes for all four papers
• find out more about the support available
• have the opportunity to discuss best practice and share ideas with other 

teachers.

This event can count as 2 hours of CPD.

Pearson Edexcel GCSE MFL autumn  
and spring Network events
Our GCSE networks will give you the opportunity to share ideas and meet  
other teachers from your local area, as well as: 
• consider key aspects of the GCSE assessments
• develop strategies for encouraging improved achievement in MFL GCSEs. 

Our network events usually take place at schools in the following locations: 
Birmingham, Dorset, Essex, Gosport, Ipswich, Leicestershire, Liverpool, 
London, Manchester, Norwich, Somerset and Surrey.  

You can also book on to our online events if these locations don’t suit you.*

‘I now understand what 
inference is and have a good 

idea how to train my students.’

‘Very informative in terms of MFL 
resources available to staff and 
students and also reassuring to 

share ideas and hear about other 
MFL colleagues’ experiences.’

Alexandra, online network

‘Best CPD for a long 
time. ...so many useful 
resources and tips are 

provided’
Krista, online network

Free Free

Learn more about a switch to Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9–1) Modern Languages.  
Download our new switching support guide at: quals.pearson.com/MFLSwitch

Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9–1)

http://quals.pearson.com/MFLSwitch
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KS3 and Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9–1)

Book online today at:  
quals.pearson.com/mflgcsepd 

Building strong foundations at Key Stage 3
This workshop is designed for teachers who are looking to build strong foundations 
at Key Stage 3 in preparation for GCSE.

Delegates will:
• observe models of how translation and literary texts can be taught and exploited 

in the classroom
• work with colleagues to prepare translation activities and activities using literary texts
• learn new methods to help students use the target language more effectively in 

speech.

This event can count as 2 hours of CPD.

Developing and maximising pupils’ 
listening and reading skills
In our workshop delegates will have the opportunity to explore strategies to meet 
students’ needs and maximise their potential in:
• translation skills
• strategies and activities to support the GCSE listening paper
• strategies and activities to support the GCSE reading paper.

This event can count as 2 hours of CPD.

Developing and maximising pupils’ 
speaking and writing skills
In our workshop delegates will have the opportunity to explore strategies to meet 
students’ needs and maximise their potential in:
• translation skills
• strategies and activities to support the GCSE writing paper
• strategies and activities to support the GCSE speaking unit, with a focus on 

building pupil confidence and spontaneity.

This event can count as 2 hours of CPD.

Mastering grammar and translation
Our workshop is designed to give you a range of practical strategies and activities 
to help students master grammar and translation. Strategies and activities will be 
exemplified in French, German and Spanish.

Delegates will:
• explore the importance of grammar, particularly in relation to translation
• consider the grammar structures students should be familiar with and able to 

recognise/use
• look at strategies and practical activities to support mastery of grammar
• look at strategies and practical activities to support translation.

This event can count as 2 hours of CPD.

*Pearson will not be delivering any face-to-face PD or training in 2020. Any training 
already booked will be reconfigured for online delivery.

http://quals.pearson.com/mflgcsepd
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Book online today at: quals.pearson.com/mflgcsepd 

Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9–1)

© Fotolia

Conducting the speaking exam
Our online event with a particular focus on speaking is available for  
French, German and Spanish, and as a generic event for the new  
Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9–1) languages in Arabic, Chinese, Greek, Italian, 
Japanese, Russian and Urdu (first teaching 2017), Gujarati, Persian, 
Portuguese and Turkish (first teaching 2018).

Delegates will: 
• review the speaking requirements in the 9–1 specifications 
• explore the role of the teacher-examiner in conducting the speaking assessment 
• understand the must and must nots when conducting speaking assessments 
• discuss ways to encourage spontaneous speaking the oral
• listen to exemplars to understand good practice*.

This event can count as 2 hours of CPD.

*In French, German and Spanish events only.

Free

https://pearson.cvent.com/c/calendar/0640f7cf-c7b7-411d-9297-71b183b718a6
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Pearson Edexcel A level

Book online today at: quals.pearson.com/mflalevelpd

Teaching and learning strategies for film 
and literature 
Our face-to-face* and online events will support you in teaching Paper 2, Sections 
B and C of the Pearson Edexcel A level modern languages specifications and is 
suitable for teachers of French, German, Spanish, Chinese, Italian and Russian.

The workshop will include:
• teaching and learning strategies for film and literature
• an opportunity to discuss best practice.

This event can count as 2.5 hours of CPD

Conducting the speaking exam
Our free online events with a particular focus on the speaking element  
for the new Pearson Edexcel A level in French, German, Spanish, Chinese,  
Italian and Russian. The workshop will offer practical strategies that you can take  
back to the classroom and implement immediately.

Delegates will: 
• review the speaking requirements in the specifications 
• explore the role of the teacher-examiner in conducting the speaking assessment 
• understand the must and must nots when conducting speaking assessments 
• discuss ways to encourage spontaneous speaking within the oral
• listen to exemplars to understand good practice*. 

This event can count as 2 hours of CPD.

*In French, German and Spanish events only.

Free

‘Useful, focussed look at a 
particular area of concern, relevant 

to our classroom practice’
Ali, Surrey

*Pearson will not be delivering any face-to-face PD or training in 2020. Any training already booked 
will be reconfigured for online delivery.

https://pearson.cvent.com/c/calendar/0640f7cf-c7b7-411d-9297-71b183b718a6
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Our paid-for and free events are available to book online:

• for GCSE events: quals.pearson.com/mflgcsepd 

• for A level events: quals.pearson.com/mflalevelpd 

• for centre-based training: quals.pearson.com/inschooltrainingmfl

For more information about our Training for Pearson workshops, events, 
centre-based training, terms & conditions and bookings please contact us at: 
quals.pearson.com/mflpd 

How to bookCentre-based training
With centre-based training, you can choose any of our face-to-face* or online 
training courses listed in our 2018/19 training programme to be delivered at your 
centre for a fee (which you could share with other schools in your area) before the 
end of August 2019.

We can arrange for one of our language specialist trainers to come and deliver 
full or half-day training in your school at a time that’s convenient for you and your 
colleagues.  

If you missed our events you can download past training material here:  
quals.pearson.com/mflgcsepastpd

Past training content

*Pearson will not be delivering any face-to-face PD or training in 2020. Any training already booked 
will be reconfigured for online delivery.
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Pearson has reviewed the format and content of all its training events to ensure that the security of 
its examinations cannot be compromised. Please note, in our events we are not able to discuss any 
centre or candidate-specific marking issues.

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-gcses/french-2016.coursematerials.html?utm_source=catalogue&utm_medium=ipdf&utm_campaign=GBSELA0918SWIT#filterQuery=Pearson-UK:Category%2FTeaching-and-learning-materials&filterQuery=category:Pearson-UK:Document-Type%2FPast-training-content]
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/training-from-pearson-uk.html?stp1=9&stp1Name=GCSE&stp2=84&stp2Name=Modern%20Foreign%20Languages&utm_source=pdguide&utm_medium=directmail&utm_campaign=GBSELA0718GAS
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/training-from-pearson-uk.html?stp1=28&stp1Name=A%20Level&stp2=82&stp2Name=Modern%20Foreign%20Languages&utm_source=pdguide&utm_medium=directmail&utm_campaign=GBSELA0718GAS
https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/training-from-pearson-uk/centre-based-training.html?utm_source=pdguide&utm_medium=directmail&utm_campaign=GBSELA0718GAS
https://support.pearson.com/uk/s/

